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Germany—openly declaring her adherence to the anti-revisionist
doctrine, and seeking a rapprochement with France and her East-
European satellites—Poland, who had been on worse terms with
Germany than any other of Germany's neighbours, actually found it
easier to live on good terms with 'the Third Reich' than with the
Weimar Republic. Though Poland did not abandon her old alliance
with France or her new understanding with Russia, she did now enter
into more friendly relations with Germany; and, within twelve months
of the inauguration of the Nazi regime, this German-Polish rapproche-
ment culminated in the conclusion of the Pact of the 26th January,
1934.1 In fact, Poland was the only one of Germany's neighbours
with whom Germany's relations not only did not deteriorate but
actually improved after the National-Socialist Revolution.
This was perhaps the last consequence of Herr Hitler's advent to
power that any student of European politics would have thought of
prophesying a priori! Yet the key to the puzzle may be found in
the post-war position and attitude of Poland as these have been
analysed above. The transposition of her respective relations to
Germany and to Russia, which Poland made in the course of the
year 1933, will no longer appear irrational when it is remembered
that, within the same twelve months, Germany and Russia them-
selves made a virtual exchange of their respective international roles.
Germany now plunged herself into moral outlawry and political
isolation—renouncing her membership in the League of Nations,
and therewith her permanent seat on the Council; on the other hand,
Russia now renounced her political isolation and sought remission
of her moral outlawry—and this with such rapid success that, by the
end of the calendar year, she was well on the way towards becoming
a member of the League, stepping into the permanent seat on the
Council which Germany had vacated, and being accepted as an ally
by France into the bargain. It will be seen that, if Germany's re-
entry into international society in 1925-6 had been unpalatable to
Poland, the threatened re-entry of Russia in 1933 was still more
disconcerting for her. The re-entry of Germany had increased,
instead of diminishing, the value of Poland to France as an eastern
ally, whereas the re-entry of Russia threatened to deprive Poland
of this distinguished role by substituting a greater East-European
Power in her stead. If Poland seemed inclined to draw away from
Russia in 1933, this was because Monsieur Litvinov was now winning
back for Russia her natural 'place in the sun5 from which Monsieur
Zinoviev had so wantonly kept her out; and if, at the same time,
1 This transaction mil be dealt with in a future volume.

